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At sixteen years old, Davina lost her classmate which made her over sensitive and naïve, and she got
herself in trouble with one of her teachers. Thinking all men were the same, Davina ignored the world
around her, and isolated herself until she met Eddy, Taylor and Charlie and fell for all three. Which boy
will steal her heart in the end, and will one past incident affect the safety of her family?
Reviews:





"Breathtaking... Takes you deep into Davina's subconscious and shows you how a shy girl
develops stronger emotions through her experiences." Geo, Lebanon.
"Action, Drama, Romance, "My Last Breath" has it all." Naya, Lebanon.
"Narration takes you to a whole new level of action and romance. Remarkable." Castalina,
Cyprus.
"Sequence of events shows you how a human soul and character can differ from one situation
to another." Andreas, Cyprus.
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About The Author: Dina Husseini (aka Dinzy Finzy) did not begin her writing journey in school. It did not
even begin in college. It began in 2010 when she wrote a couple of short stories, a screenplay, and a few
more poems. She used to watch many movies depicting the ending and would almost always get it right.
Then, it hit her; she wanted to write books.
After graduating from the University of Nicosia in 2008, Dina worked with her father in his consulting
company; but during her free time, she would break down different stories and characters, trying to piece
them together; until she finally wrote My Last Breath. It is based on her life and relationships. Dina wishes
to pursue this as a lifelong career and one day turn her book into a movie, too.
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